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NEW WAYS TO GROW INCOME

GOOD LAB HAS:

GOOD LAB’S MISSION:

Good Lab is a collaboration of leading
charity partners and experienced disruptors,
dedicated to discovering new ways to
grow income for the sector.

COLLABORATED
Created new ways for the sector to work together –
and with unlikely allies to forge new networks.

BUILT
Created new systems, pathways, structures
and instruments.

CHALLENGED
Looked to radical innovation and transformative
change in order to solve the funding gap and
do good differently.

EXECUTED
Launched mission-led impact ventures, offering new
future income streams and helping charities fund their
life changing work.

LEARNT
Built frameworks for collaboration, mission-led ventures,
and put in place the legal a
 nd financial instruments
to make this happen.

SHARED
Continuously captured and disseminated so that Partners,
their charities and now – with this report – the sector as a
whole can benefit from what we’ve learnt.
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INTRODUCTION

This report is a deepdive into three years of work.
It’s a long read so we’ve structured this into a few key sections:

100% of respondents reported that they
feel more confident in their ability to take a
leadership role in changing the way charities
generate income.

The why and the how of Good Lab
The context, set up, principles, structure and outputs
Ten lessons learnt
What we learnt through living the process of radical innovation
and the changes we made
From Ideas to Ventures
An outline of the four ventures that Good Lab created
The challeges with mission-led venturing
A case study of OnHand to highlight some of the challenges
early stage mission-led ventures face
Running collaborations
Five lessons learnt in running collaborations
Outcomes
The six key outcomes from Good Lab and what’s coming next
We hope you make the time to read this report, and that you find
it useful. We have various resources available to support the report
– please get in touch to see them, or simply if you have any comments
or questions.
Eleanor Ford			
Director of Good Lab			
eleanor@thegoodlab.co.uk		
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Clara Maguire
Head of Growth and Investment
clara@thegoodlab.co.uk
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FOREWORD
Andrew Bathgate
Co-founder of Good Innovation

Back in 2001, Kevin (co-founder at Good Innovation)
and I sat in a pub in South London and talked about
setting up a new business. We felt that there was
an opportunity to create something that combined
our commercial and charity sector experience to
support ambitious charities to do innovation better.
Back then, whilst there was some interesting activity,
innovation predominantly meant another DM pack.
We knew it could be better.
But that wasn’t our only idea for the business we wanted to create. The second was more radical
– to bring together charities, startups and investors together to develop and support big, new
ideas. We saw a growing space in the sector for big, transformational ideas. The type of ideas that
would be too big for an individual charity to deliver, where a range of complementary missions
would get cut through and that one could never achieve alone. The types of ideas that would
require charities to operate differently. Ideas that would change how people look at the sector.
But we were too early. Back in 2001 fundraising was a slick, well oiled machine that was continuing
to grow.
And then everything changed.
Olive Cooke happened. Press attacks happened. Regulation happened.
The fundraising world was changing fast, and a number of forward thinking leaders were
beginning to recognise that the giving market was under serious threat.
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Society was changing and felt differently about passive donation models. Existing fundraising
business models were becoming saturated. Both technology and the CSR-revolution posed
the threat of charity disintermediation.
A lot of our clients had ambitions to double their fundraising incomes, but the market wasn’t
growing and people were questioning how they would achieve this growth. Coupled with this,
the sector was still relatively immature when it came to innovation.
The current forms of fundraising wouldn’t be able to respond to the changes and ambition
for growth, a different approach was needed to transform how the sector raises funds.
A lot was being said about the need for sector change – and still is. Not a lot was actually being
done. We wanted to move on from talk to actually make something happen.
To do this we needed a collaborative approach. Transformation is difficult for a single organisation
to achieve alone. This type of radical innovation involves a great deal of risk and exposure to
failure – for the organisation and for the individuals involved. It requires speed and a singular
focus. The people who’ll make it happen won’t sit well in large charity cultures. Existing ways
of doing things and established priorities – existing culture – will stop bold ideas succeeding.
Good Lab was designed to be a space free from this. A place for experimentation. A place
for finding new business models, new ways for people to give, unlocking new audiences that
traditional fundraising products don’t work for. A place to attract people who wouldn’t fit within
a charity. A place for charities to share the risk of trying new things. A place to try, fail, learn,
change and succeed.
We didn’t know if the Good Lab would work. We were very conscious that this was new for us and
new for the participating charities. From the very first kick off meeting, we were very clear about
this, with our only promise being that we’d learn and iterate, and that the Good Lab at the end of
the three years would look very different to how it looked at the start.
Fast forward three wonderful, terrifying, stressful, challenging, emotional years and what we have
managed to achieve is amazing.
We’ve created the commercial ideas we were hoping for – a portfolio forecasted to be worth
£250m in 5 years and with the potential to be generating £200m+ annually in 10 years.

FOREWORD

1. Radical innovation in charities is hard
Innovation is essentially change – doing something new – and radical innovation pushes
this into spaces that clash with business as usual. The people we’ve worked with have been
amazing. They’ve kept going, kept fighting against ‘no’ and have ultimately put their heads
above the parapet in what is a very lonely space with little reward or recognition.
Our Partners are amazing people – and we want to support them to make it a bit less hard
and a bit less lonely. We are convening a new ‘membership’ for people that are passionate
about changing the sector – not talking about it, actually doing it.

2. Collaborations have potential, but also pose challenges
Good Lab unified people around a shared need to grow income, however, our Partners
all have very different missions.
This mission-link has had much bigger implications that anyone anticipated.
We’re setting up more collaborations, focused on charity-led, mission-led and
sector-led models.

3. There needs to be a next step
There’s no point in anyone developing ideas if there aren’t systems to deliver them.
The sector is getting increasingly mature in how it develops ideas, but the people, skills,
support, governance and culture required to take start up ideas forward – to venture –
is hugely different. This is where we believe the sector is significantly behind the curve.

We’re putting a lot of our investment and effort into supporting charities to venture. Whether it’s
a charity launching its own start-up or wanting to engage, support and help scale other startups,
there’s a huge need for the sector to develop this capability. The challenges that led us to establish Good Lab haven’t gone away. Fundraising is still challenging, perhaps even more so.
Supporting the sector to venture will be a key part of helping charities diversify income to unlock
the potential of new business models.

And, keeping to our promise, Good Lab is very different now than three years ago. We’ve moved
through three phases from generating ideas to prototyping them to supporting them.
Those years have taught us so much and there are so many things we now know that have
changed how we approach radical change. We have uncovered some of the big structural
challenges in the sector that will stop more of this happening in the future.
There are two big reasons for this report. Firstly, we want to share what we’ve learnt so that
others can build on what we’ve done rather than starting from scratch. Secondly, we want to
use Good Lab as a springboard for tackling three big challenges that the sector faces in delivering
radical innovation.
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The why and
the how of
Good Lab
The context, set up, principles,
structure and outputs

THE SET UP
“ The last few years have been a slow-motion car crash; the charity sector believed so
much that it was on the side of angels that it thought it had trust… and we blew it.
Charities lost the essence of why people were giving, forgetting that people
have choice.”
Marcus Missen, Director of Communications & Fundraising, WaterAid

A lot has been written about the challenges that the charity sector faces. Good Lab was set up
to tackle this through adopting a radical innovation approach, to identify and investigate
opportunities for commercial exploitation, leading to transformative income generation.
Through collaboration the Partners shared the risk of delivering an ambition to raise
£250m a year for the sector by 2025.
To do this, we needed to work with ambitious forward thinking organisations and individuals
who would join us on a 3 year journey.
12 pioneering charities committed to be part of the Good Lab programme:

Borrowing the best practice from social innovation, venture building and agile, the Good Lab
architecture was designed. This wasn’t a simple drag and drop exercise. We sought to create a
new territory for sector innovation, risk taking and venturing.
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THE PRINCIPLES

HOW GOOD LAB WORKED

With a radical transformation agenda, Good Lab explored the role of charities in a new (and still
emerging) system of doing good.
We brought people together from outside the sector to build new capabilities. We built relationships with companies, often from the private sector, for inspiration and advocacy. We engaged
professional legal and financial expertise to deliver ‘landmark transactions’. We sought outside
investors and entrepreneurial Founders to bring our ideas to market.
We challenged existing thinking and ‘normal’ ways of doing things in order to demonstrate how
the sector could think and engage differently.
Good Lab set-up principles:
•

•

THE WHY AND THE HOW OF GOOD LAB

Behaviours first
With an early focus on relationships, a common contract was drawn up and signed by the
participating charities. Collaboration was key so we named them our ‘Partners’. The contract,
also known as ‘The Rules’, defined the roles and rules of collaboration and how everyone
would interact.
Transparency & trust
Everything would be shared between the Partners, and the IP that was generated would
ultimately be made available to the wider sector.

How we set Good Lab up, and how it didn’t quite end up
how we planned

The plan…
We designed a methodology based on consecutive Cycles, each starting with a specific start point,
lasting six months, and each seeking to generate at least one, proven, high potential impact
venture or income generating business model.
Cycles focused on the full scope of innovation, ranging from discovery and insight, to prototyping
and building, to testing and piloting. Cycles would overlap to maximise efficiency in a multi-disciplinary team.
Each Cycle would deliver a proven business model to be spun-out or delivered as assets to the
Partners to exploit internally.
We created multiple touchpoints – Quarterly meetings, Partner Breakfasts, a Secondee
Programme, Innovation Safaris and more – serving the dual purpose of sharing our progress
whilst passing on our skills and experience to grow capabilities within the sector.
Turning the ideas into actual ventures was beyond the Good Lab scope – initially, at least...

•

Non-hierarchical
The Good Lab team would act as the “backbone entity” hosting a collaboration of different
people contributing as needed.

•

Responsive
A promise that as the many ‘unknowns’ became ‘knowns’, Good Lab would adjust.

•

Time limited
A three-year programme with a strategic imperative to get results.

•

Shared risk
The Partners would pay a quarterly fee with rights to exit. Good Innovation would set the
scene for the Partners to share the investment, share the risk and share the reward.

14
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THE WHY AND THE HOW OF GOOD LAB

Phase 1: Insight Generation

… and the reality

We used the full range of techniques to explore market and audience insight. It was necessary to
size opportunities quickly against our financial target and the consumer needs we were best
placed to meet. We undertook hundreds of interviews to uncover insight and validate ideas and
used a range of techniques, from hosting online communities to expert solutions panels and
many more.

As ever, in practice it didn’t work.
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It wasn’t part of the original plan, but we ended up adding two more phases to the scope of work
that we hadn’t planned – Piloting and Venturing.

Phase 3: Pilot

Phase 2: Prototyping
We developed a ‘minimal viable product’ to test in the market. Each MVP enabled real world
testing via digital, face-to-face, and customer validation. This generated a pitch deck and case
for ongoing seed investment or a recommendation to stop work.

The piloting stage involved much larger scale testing that was required to prove the business
concept and firm up key metrics. From real market data a more robust business model was
developed.

Phase 4: Venture
With a viable pipeline of tested ventures, Good Lab couldn’t keep piloting ideas for ever.
We therefore went through a stage of spinning out the ideas from Good Lab to become
their own businesses – or Ventures as we called them.
More on this is covered in the next section – From Ideas to Ventures.
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THE WHY AND THE HOW OF GOOD LAB

Over the course of Good Lab, we created, developed and tested nearly 40 new concepts:

THE OUTPUT
Where we ended up

CYCLE

We explored over 50 different start points for the Cycles. We looked at innovation platforms
(relevant tools and methodologies), market analysis (size and competitive advantage), and impact
potential (unmet needs).

Sharing
Economy

PROPOSITIONS

VENTURES

Sharecare

Charity Finance Products

Peer-to-peer Insurance

Blockchain

GoodStart Accelerator

OnHand launched

Each potential start point had to answer questions including:
•

Why are we excited by this?

•

Why do we think it’s a large enough territory?

•

What trends, influences and precedents are driving change in this area?

•

What right does the charity sector have to play in this space?

Happiness
and
Fulfilment

This resulted in:

Fixing
Hated
Business

2016

2017

2018

CYCLE 1
The sharing economy

Experience Something Different

Wisr Physical Space

Wearework

Charity Retail 2.0

Been-there Peer Mentoring

Bank of Life

Vrumi for Care

YOUniversity

Community CrowdBuy

Good Management Co.

Cash Release

Portable Deposits

Fair Market

Commitment Insurance

Deposit Top Ups

Grow for Good

Freehold Cash-In

Donate My Rise

Live In to Lump Sum

Tenancy Passport

Tenancy Membership

Beer Mortgage Co.

Experience Something Different
launched

No ventures:
all require massive investments

Rent Angel

Assets
and
Capabilies

Matchable

Buyer’s Pledge

Good Buying

Maven

The Power of Us

Future of Giving

Matchable launched

price.it

CYCLE 2
Happiness and fulﬁllment

Future of
Work

Payroll Giving

Future of Giving report published

Digital PFOs

Good Giving launching soon

CYCLE 3
Fixing broken businesses

Content from Good Lab – including the tools, techniques and ideas – has been published and is
available to the Good Lab participants. Please get in touch to find out more.

CYCLE 4
Assets and Capabilities

Good Lab was set up with the agreement that the IP generated would be released to the wider
sector after an agreed period, so keep an eye out as this becomes available.
CYCLE 5
Future of work

CYCLE 6
Safeguarding
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FEEDBACK

100% of respondents reported that after
the programme, they better knew how
to approach the question of income
diversification for their organisation

“ There was lots of value across the process. We now operate in Cycles, have a different
stakeholder buy-in process and we copy the way Good Lab present information in
business cases. We develop more user insights, use outside observers and have more
confidence in our delivery. The result is that we are more able to get senior buy-in.”
Krystyna Grant, Head of Innovation, British Heart Foundation

“ The Cycles were exciting new ways to work. Moving through the stages was positive and
everything was transparent and engaging; in all, it was fantastic to watch.”
Nikki Pawsey, Ex-Head of Engagement at Oxfam

“ There was an embarrassment of riches – so many ideas being crowd-generated.”
Krystyna Grant, Head of Innovation, British Heart Foundation

“ The programme became more exciting as things gained momentum; the Cycle updates
were very engaging and really made you think hard about if it had legs.”
Miranda Goodenough, Head of Innovation and Research, RSPCA

“ Getting a win from the first sprint made things become real. It was remarkable that they
hit the bullseye straight away… although it did set a dangerous precedent.”
Nikki Pawsey, Ex-Head of Engagement at Oxfam

“ The Harvard Business Review talks of new growth platforms where innovation is found
by rotating through 45 degrees; Good Lab identified massive opportunities which were
more like 90 degrees.”
Krystyna Grant, Head of Innovation, British Heart Foundation
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Ten lessons learnt
What we learnt through living the
process of radical innovation and
the changes we made

TEN LESSONS LEARNT

“ It’s about a sat-nav not a roadmap – you need to take in all the extra data and adjust
your pathway as it goes”
Caron Bradshaw, CEO, The Charity Finance Group

“ The only promise that we made was that we would keep adjusting how we delivered
Good Lab as we went”
Eleanor Ford, Director, Good Lab

Looking back, we’ve pulled together ten lessons that will hopefully be useful to others
working on this type of radical innovation.

1. The challenge of working out where to start
We could look anywhere for opportunities – pretty much any market, any audience, any trend.
This was an exciting opportunity, but it also presented a challenge around focus.
To avoid focusing on an area that was too narrow or small, some of the start points created were,
with hindsight, far too broad. This meant it took several months to narrow them down to something more usable.
For example, ‘happiness and well-being’ had scope, size, link to current trends and potential link to
charity. However, it was too big and broad so we ended up spending nearly 6 weeks narrowing
down to areas that were more specific to generate insight and ideas from.
Having a good start point is definitely more of an art than a science, but time spent working out
the right place to start is definitely time well spent.

2. The need to have a right to play
All the start points we created had a link back to the sector and they had to have an advantage –
eg. The Sharing Economy looked at how the sector could use volunteering; Happiness and
Well-being looked at how to combine giving with fulfillment.
We started a Cycle on ‘fixing hated businesses’ based on the hypothesis that a charity proposition
could be a strong differentiator in unpopular industries. However, we ended up struggling with
right to play. The industries we explored were hated for reasons that the sector didn’t have an
advantage in. And, on top of this, they were often commercially attractive because of aggressive
business models (such as late payment fees) – not something that the sector could morally copy.
This then led us to shift how we created start points. Rather than start with a market opportunity
that we’d then work out how to make fit with the sector, we started with the assets and capabilities of the sector and find new markets these could be applied to.

22
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3. The value of the innovation journey

TEN LESSONS LEARNT

4. The value of networks

From the start we were clear with everyone that this was high-risk and might not develop into
anything. We wanted to ensure that if this did happen there was still value to our Partners.
A big part of this was around upskilling through sharing our experiences and learning. We
designed two key ways to achieve this – secondments and safaris.
Through secondments we brought people from our Partners into Good Lab to work with us part
time for 6 weeks. They became a member of the team and worked alongside us.
“ It was informal learning by osmosis and shadowing; and about being in a different
environment, open to new networks and new ways of thinking.”
Gita Luz, Ex-Fundraising Innovation Manager at British Red Cross

As part of the insight phase, we ran a series of Innovation Safaris, designed to take our Partners
out of the charity sector and showcase best-in-class radical innovation and transformation taking
place in other industries.
Four Safaris provided a unique and exclusive insight into the best known startups and companies
in London. Companies included: Monzo, SimplyBusiness, Applied Blockchain, Wayra, The Times,
Escape the City and O2.
For example, Cycle 1 focused on the Sharing Economy and we took the Partners to five relevant
companies:
•
•
•
•
•

EasyCar
Good Gym
Represent.me
TallySticks
Vrumi

Car sharing
Time sharing
Crowd sourced voting
Blockchain platform facilitating the sharing of assets
House/workspace sharing

Unsurprisingly, Good Lab reinforced the usefulness of a wide reaching and diverse network, and
the value that different perspectives bring. From having a set of Advisors from outside the sector
to being able to access experts to rapidly understand new markets. Building and maintaining a
strong network was crucial.
Going forwards we’re building on this through our ‘Good Together’ network where we’ll bring
together a network of people who want to use their professional skills to support organisations
doing good.

5. The challenge of an audacious goal
If Good Lab was to produce radical ideas, it needed a sufficiently ambitious target to drive that
behaviour. The £250m target was set to show the scope of the ambition – we wanted something
big and ambitious to ensure that our thinking was sufficiently large and stretching.
However, £250m opportunities are rare and hard to find but a portfolio would reach that target.

This connected the Partners with insights and accelerated knowledge of alternative processes
such as agile.
“ Safaris were a fantastic way of immersing yourself into someone’s natural habitat,
and getting an open and honest appreciation of their challenges and problems.”
Nikki Pawsey, Ex-Head of Engagement at Oxfam
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TEN LESSONS LEARNT

6. Creating space for thinking

9. Being under the radar

The zeitgeist around innovation at the moment is predominantly around prioritising pace –
agile, sprints, ‘move fast and break things’.

Many Good Lab Partners limited the exposure of Good Lab across the organisation to within
fundraising. Whilst this was beneficial when Good Lab started – it meant we could start quickly –
it became a challenge later to access different parts of the charities.

It’s not very fashionable at the moment, but having the luxury of time and space to think of
solutions to complex problems was hugely valuable. If we were constantly moving at pace;
without the time to understand, reflect and think, we’d have just been guessing at solutions.
Without time to think, we’ll never be able to develop new solutions to some of the biggest
challenges we face.
We describe it as ‘Think, then sprint’.

7. The power of the pitch
We put a lot of effort into the pitches to ensure that our Partners were as excited about the ideas
as we were. It was a moment of truth to surface and judge output.
We sent around pre-reads, and then took people through ideas in 20 minute pitches. We spent a
lot of time crafting these to ensure the ideas had the best chance of success.

Getting the right balance of engagement when starting radical innovation is crucial – more on this
is covered later in the report under the Running Collaboration section.

10. There’s no point if nothing happens
with what we develop
At the end of the day, there’s no point generating ideas if they can’t be taken forward. It was the
lack of a place for the ideas to be taken forward that, relatively quickly, changed the shape and
dynamic of Good Lab.
Six months in, after the first big idea had been successfully pitched, we had to create somewhere
for the idea to go. Good Lab hadn’t been set up to incubate ideas, but in the absence of anywhere
else to do so, we did.
Good Lab had evolved from creating ideas to also incubating ideas – or, as we called them,
Ventures.

8. The challenge of picking the right ideas
Whilst we did put a lot of effort into the pitches, the reality was that we were asking people that
weren’t close to the sectors we were exploring, let alone the ideas we were pitching, to judge
whether incredibly early ideas would succeed or not.
This is a similar challenge faced by many innovation teams, where senior people that aren’t close
to the content make quick decisions.
We chose this route as we felt that the pain associated with this type of governance was worth it
– the benefit of having our Partners close to and excited by the content outweighed the challenges of choosing between ideas they had no real insight into.
In an ideal world, we would have had the freedom to take forward a portfolio of good ideas for as
long as we felt that they were still strong. Given the failure rate of new ideas in the market we’d
ideally have been able to take forward lots of small bets and see quickly which worked, rather than
put a lot of effort into a small number.
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From Ideas
to Ventures
An outline of the four ventures
that Good Lab created

FROM IDEAS TO VENTURES

Since the first Good Lab idea was pitched we’ve prototyped, piloted and spun out four
impact Ventures.

100% of respondents indicated that their
organisations were likely to draw revenue
from the spinout Ventures

This section contains a summary of the four Ventures that will have spun out of Good Lab,
the high level lessons we learnt in going through this process and a deep dive into what
happened on our first attempt.
We hope these lessons are useful for when other charities create their own Ventures, and when
charities and start-ups try to work together.

28
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FROM IDEAS TO VENTURES

THE GOOD LAB’S FOUR VENTURES

onHand

Experience Something Different

Founder
Sanjay Lobo. Sanjay has a wealth of experience scaling tech companies internationally across the
legal, travel and print sectors. His most recent role was as VP of New Ventures at Vistaprint, having
joined as one of their first hires.

Founder
Lewis Jenkins. Lewis’ first job was as a tour guide in London, giving him a fantastic grounding in the
experience space. He went on to work for an international management consulting business,
before building, scaling and selling his own business in Australia.

What’s the big idea?
OnHand is a mobile app and on-demand marketplace to give and get help, focused on living
assistance for older adults. It is revolutionising care by using technology to connect and mobilise a
unique community of volunteers. In return for an hour of care, the service user or their relative
will make a payment of £10 – 80% of which is donated to charity.

What’s the big idea?
ESD is an experience designer and marketplace. It works with leading social organisations to
commercialise their assets through the delivery of unique experiences. By 2023 it wants to have
delivered over 100,000 experiences.

Founder Motivation
“ onHand is a dream opportunity, it’s solving a massive problem which acutely affects me
as my elderly Dad who lives in London, whereas I live in Brighton so can’t always be
there to help with the little things”
Potential value to sector
OnHand has the potential to deliver £65m of donations to the sector over the next 5 years.
Shareholder model
15% of equity owned by the Partners. Additional income through an IP Licence.

30

Founder Motivation
“ I love the sense of achievement that building a successful company brings. ESD offers
this opportunity alongside unquestionable social value and a moral imperative.”
Potential value to sector
ESD has the potential to deliver £22m of revenue to the sector over the next five years, as well as
countless new opportunities and channels to engage with supporters.
Shareholder model
15% of equity owned by the partners.
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FROM IDEAS TO VENTURES

Matchable

Good Giving

Founder
Wai Foong Ng. Foong has spent the last 13 years at PwC, rising from a graduate through to a
Director in their Tax and M&A department. She has a fantastic understanding of the problem
Matchable is solving, from both a personal and business perspective having wished a service like
Matchable had existed during her time at PwC.

Founder
6 Charities. MD to be appointed.

What’s the big idea?
Matchable is a platform that matches ambitious corporates and their talent with social organisations to deliver on strategic projects that will shape the future of socially responsible business.
Founder Motivation
“ Matchable is the business I’ve always dreamed of founding.”
Potential value to sector
Matchable has the potential to deliver £43m worth of professional time to the sector over the
next 5 years.

What’s the big idea?
A charity-led professional fundraising organisation that can reach new audiences and drive
adoption rates in payroll giving through the use of new tech-led fundraising tools and digital
acquisition.
Potential value to sector
Good Giving has the potential to deliver £32m worth of additional donations to the sector over
the next 5 years, as well as providing the investing Partners with dividends through any profits
made.
Shareholder model
100% of equity owned by the partners with an MD incentivised through salary and bonuses.
Good Giving state of play
Good Giving was developed in Cycle 5. Its ambition is to be a ‘landmark transaction’ for the sector,
showcasing the way for others to do this too. A 100% multi-charity owned and run start up.

Shareholder model
15% of equity owned by the partners.

Payroll giving should be successful, however only 4% of the working population use this as a giving
mechanic, and only 6% of employees at companies who offer payroll giving are enrolled. Good
Giving’s mission is to nearly double the number of payroll givers in the UK by year 7.
Unlike the other Ventures, Good Giving will be 100% owned by the partner charities, with a MD
rather than a Founder leading the new company. The board will comprise two Directors from the
shareholder organisations, two independent Directors and the MD. Good Lab’s ambition is that
this shareholder model will build a precedent for the sector and a foundation for future venturing.
Watch this space for Good Giving’s official launch later in 2019.
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THE CHALLENGES WITH
MISSION-LED VENTURING
A case study of OnHand to highlight
some of the challenges early stage
mission-led ventures face

OnHand remains one of Good Lab’s biggest
and most audacious experiments. An attempt
to get the Partners to become collaborative
shareholders in an impact venture that wasn’t
directly linked to their individual missions.
Ultimately it couldn’t be done, however,
onHand is up and running under a different
model, and the governance and process
lessons will result in the next attempt, Good
Giving, being a 100% charity-owned Venture.
This section outlines the journey of onHand.
It serves as a valuable case study in highlighting what needs to change as well as the most
prominent lessons and challenges.
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May 2016 – November 2016: Insight Generation
OnHand was born from the first Cycle and was the most ambitious of all Ventures. It addresses a
huge social need focused on living assistance for older adults. It is revolutionising care by using
technology to connect and mobilise a unique community of volunteers. In return for an hour of
care, the service user or their relative makes a payment of £10, of which £8 is donated to charity.
The size of the opportunity (impact and income), and the results of the early in-market validation,
spurred 9 of the 12 Partners to fund onHand (or Sharecare as it was called then) through the
testing and MVP phase.

February 2017 – December 2017:
Planning, prototyping and nationwide trial
We undertook a nationwide trial in North West London, Altrincham and Bournemouth (areas
chosen for their high propensity of wealthy older people). We recruited a Community Manager,
Yvette, who was responsible for managing the communities of volunteers and older adults and
matching them. Over the course of the trials we facilitated ‘paid-for’ matches and tested online/
offline acquisition channels. With early traction we had evidence it could work.

February 2018 – June 2018:
Pilot and Facebook Accelerator
“ onHand is revolutionising care by connecting and mobilising a unique community”
CityAM

OnHand was invited to join Facebook’s first London Lab (LDN_LAB) Accelerator Programme, as
one of 7 businesses selected from over 180. OnHand worked alongside 7 other impact startups
sharing a commitment to build communities. In 12 weeks the team:
•

developed and launched a new brand identity

•

reduced the cost of volunteer acquisition by 87%

•

launched an iOS app (with a rating of 4.7 stars on the app store)

•

solved a bottleneck in the user journey around DBS process

•

built a community of 1500 volunteers ready to go
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August 2018 – January 2019: Spinning out

“ The wider benefits that the Charity Partner reasonably expects to generate... such
as increased sustainability and resilience and knowhow about how to create potentially transformative innovations which generate new income streams and sources
of support, in collaboration with other major charities.”

Based on real data we could put more weight behind the assumptions in the investment case.

BWB

We needed to gain proper funding to continue so we started the process of formally spinning out
onHand. Throughout this we explored a number of different company structures and governance
models:

Version 1– Collaborative Venture
OnHand would need multiple rounds of investment to grow. This investment was too large for
charities to do alone, and would need external finance. It had to be set up with the right structure
for investment, in this case a company limited by shares, so future investors could take equity in
return for funding.
The plan was charities would invest in the first round of funding. At the next round it was expected
the charities would continue to invest, but the majority would come from external investors in
return for equity.
The benefit of this approach was that Partners would maintain a significant shareholding, allowing
them to financially benefit from the donations, the business profit and the increasing value of the
business itself.
The first model we therefore aimed for was charities owning 100% of the starting equity, with
funding supplemented with quasi-equity and debt finance provided by social investors.
The Partners had never collaboratively invested in a private business before, let alone a high-risk,
tech Venture. To protect all parties we needed to develop a set of bespoke legal documents.
There were three key areas that we worked on:
•

•

Decision making
OnHand needed external investment so the Partners would have to accept the dilution of
their shares and loss of some control. But they wanted to ensure onHand couldn’t drastically
change its mission, or accept money from unethical places. The legals incorporated a ‘Golden
Share’ mechanism which would provide the Partners with veto rights over key provisions, no
matter how diluted their shareholding became.
Charity law and how to invest
Charities traditionally invest in one of 3 ways; financial investment, impact related investment
or mixed motive (a mixture of the two). Working with BWB (a leading charity law firm) we
established how Partners could invest into onHand. BWB concluded that onHand could be
invested in as a ‘multiple motive’ investment – one of the first of its kind.
They stated that onHand not only delivered a financial and impact based return, but there
were wider benefits too:
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•

Founder incentivisation
We needed to hire someone to run onHand, there was a debate about how they should be
paid and incentivised. Should we act like a start-up and tie their pay to their success? Or
should we act like a charity and attract people based on their values, not pay?
This was a big area of contention with views on both sides. In the end, it was agreed that we
didn’t want to limit the pool of people to those that were willing to work for charity, so we
agreed to set up a standard ESOP (employee share option pool) to incentivise the Founder
and team and link their reward to the success of the Venture. This was very new behaviour for
the sector.

Attracting social investment...
Early on, before raising investment from Good Lab Partners, we approached a variety of social
investors to gauge their interest in participating in a funding round. We developed a great relationship with CAF Venturesome and having passed due diligence, were at advanced stages of
negotiation for quasi-equity and debt finance. Having an experienced investor alongside us
provided reassurance to the charities that this was a credible investment.

...and then it all fell apart
CAF Venturesome’s investment committee were nervous about a model which would blend
traditional and charitable investment. Whilst the plan was typical for a commercial tech startup, it
wasn’t normal for the social investment space. We’d therefore, in the future, need funding from
commercial investors.
This meant that a Founder with a small shareholding, wouldn’t fit the model commercial investors
look for. VCs need to see founders with significantly more ‘skin in the game’, represented by a
much larger shareholding.
However, if we gave the Founder a greater shareholding, then social investors (including CAF
Venturesome) wouldn’t be able to invest as the Founder would personally stand to gain too much
– an issue called ‘private incentivisation’.
We were stuck – we couldn’t align available capital and incentives. We got caught in a classic loop
experienced by many social businesses. This is a huge area that needs to be reconsidered – there
needs to be more early stage social funding that can sit alongside commercial funding. The
restriction on personal gain has significant implications for the attraction of entrepreneurial talent
into the sector and private capital. Impact Venture Capital is stepping in to fill the gap, but ultimately this will trap returns in the for-profit sector.
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Version 3 – Founder-Led

Founder/Charity Equity Split
Based on this, we moved to a new model where the charities gave away 60% of the business in
order to ‘appropriately’ incentivise a Founder and therefore attract commercial funding, but even
on these terms it would be challenging.
We had solved blockages around legals, governance and financials. The one remaining area for
agreement was safeguarding.

Once it became clear the Partners wouldn’t be able to directly invest into onHand we needed
to find another way for it to be launched in the market. We moved to a more conventional
‘founder-led’ approach.
80% of the equity would be owned by an incoming Founder with the remaining 20% held by
Good Lab. Within this 20%, Good Lab will hold 3/4 (i.e. 15% of onHand) on behalf of the charities
with the remaining 5% belonging to the Good Lab in return for taking an ongoing supportive role.
The charities will benefit from three sources of income:

The first and most important design principle of the onHand app was the safety of its users.
For most startups, the aim of technology is to increase conversion and the bottom line.
Had onHand been a private venture aiming for a massive valuation, safety would be pushed quite
far down the list of priorities and possibly only revisited once there were violations, or regulation
changes. Consider how long it took for Uber to make safety a priority. Most technology innovations do not design for safeguarding first. They see if the business is viable and then add it in as
needed.
OnHand focused on the selection, recruitment, training, monitoring and support of users first, and
conversion second. However, a digital journey (albeit supplemented by face to face events) was
quite a different approach for Partners.
We took a collaborative approach to safeguarding design which engaged the Heads of
Safeguarding, used an expert external consultant and deployed a recruitment plan to hire an
experienced safeguarding lead. Our plan was to create a digital best-in-class safeguarding model.
However, the Partners struggled to get internal buy-in. The safeguarding risk, however well it was
managed, was too great. So, at the last minute, it collapsed.
This was a massive blow. With investment stalled, the onHand team was reduced and people had
to be laid off.

•

value of shareholding if sold, or onHand exits

•

licencing of the IP that generated and tested onHand

•

Founders pledge where 20% of Founder profit will be donated to the Partners

Donations generated from the business model will also be gifted to the sector.
Implications
This model worked – onHand was successfully set up as a company with a Founder who raised
£200k through commercial investors in under a month. Partners will still benefit – the return after
5 years is forecast to be £65m in donations and their shares in the company could be collectively
worth over £5m.
But this last part is significantly less than the charities would have seen if we’d managed to
adopt the first model of 100% charity ownership where shares could have been worth over £26m.
In short, the inability to get the first model accepted and the associated lower shareholding has
potentially cost the Partners nearly £20m.
“ Why did the sector have to back away from a multi-million pound income generating
idea, how could it have slipped through our fingers?”
Alex McDowell, Head of Public Fundraising, RNIB
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In a typical startup the founder(s) would own the majority of the business and be diluted as they
raised funding. This is a widely established model and is what investors look for as they believe it
ensures the founders are sufficiently incentivised to make the business a success. This was
challenging for us. As outlined above, ‘Private Incentivisation’ restrictions make it hard to create
competitive remuneration packages including future upside.

LESSONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Typically startups tend to follow a tried and tested investment model:

VALIDATION

GROWTH

Lean Startup

Scale Up

Minimum Viable
Product

• Idea and co-founder team forma on
• What, to whom, why and how?

-2

-1

0

Establish &
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Validate / Iterate
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1

2

BUSINESS

IDEA

FORMATION
Mission → Vision → Strategy

3

Levels of valida on

Problem / Solu on Fit

Vision / Founders Fit

Product / Market Fit

Business Model / Market Fit

If we want to attract entrepreneurs to impact venturing we need a way to ensure they are
incentivised and rewarded appropriately, otherwise we’ll never attract the best talent possible
– and the best talent is needed to build Ventures that will tackle society’s biggest issues.
Decision making
The financial ask of our Partners to invest in these startups was in reality small but there wasn’t
an established way for them to make an investment decision. No ‘delegated authority’ for making
these decisions existed so they had to be elevated up to Trustees. This created a huge burden of
work for people within the charities and time delays since we had to get onto the agenda of
several busy meetings.
Going forwards, charities need to establish agreed routes for decision making, balancing risk
and speed.

Adapting this to charities presented several critical challenges, which to be honest, have only been
partially solved:
The need for detailed financial forecasting
Trustees need to do financial due diligence at an early stage to help them act responsibly with
donor money. This requires big, detailed, 7 year financial models and detailed profit and loss
scenarios.
In reality, creating multi-year financial projections is an outdated investment approach for early
stage startups. Everyone recognises that the financial model is based on a huge number of
assumptions and has limited value at such an early stage.
However, these financial models are more in-step with charity budgeting and governance processes and so become a required tool. When applied to a world where they’re not useful there
are two big implications:
•

•

Charities are giving themselves undue confidence and a wrong sense of security when something so early has such a ‘rigorous’ assessment placed on it
It massively increases the amount of effort that it takes to get a Venture working – adding
costs and slowing down progress.

Finding and incentivising Founders
Good Lab was idea first, Venture later. This meant retrofitting the Founder and realigning
incentives around the market.
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Lack of available funding
The funding gap for early stage impact ventures is well known. To put it simply, an impact venture
doesn’t always have the same path as a typical commercial venture. Without a potential end point
of an exit – either an IPO or a sale – the traditional sources of commercial angel and VC finance
don’t exist in the same way.
Impact ventures can also take longer to get to market, or may be selling to the government.
They require early cheap capital. Very few foundations are willing to co-invest.
We urgently need to align this better. 80% of the money required to meet the UN Sustainable
Development Goals needs to come from private capital – a sum too great to leverage through the
traditional philanthropy models. If the private sector steps in (as they increasingly are) charities
and foundations will be left out of the process. We need to work together to align incentives. We
need bold experimentation with fund structures, with the types of financial products offered to
impact ventures, and a more comprehensive approach to governance that allows everyone to
play to their strengths and carry the right risk and returns.
Risk risk risk
The sector has untapped potential around distribution and brokering access to market – however
the risk of brand damage and trustee liabilities make it hard for many charities to be publicly
linked to innovation in case it doesn’t work.
Until it’s accepted that charities are allowed to take measured risks to help build the sustainable
income of the sector, then it will continually struggle to innovate at the scale needed.
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Running
Collaborations
Five lessons learnt in
running collaborations

RUNNING COLLABORATIONS

100% of respondents strongly agreed with
the idea that participating in the Good Lab
helped them approach collaboration on
fundraising issues with other charities,
and they agree that their organisation
is likely to continue to collaborate on
further issues.

“ It was about being collegiate, collaborative and about shared risk. Being part of it was
exciting. It was a sector response to a sector-wide issue.”
Nicola Tallett, Director of Engagement, Oxfam

Good Lab was a landmark collaboration for the sector, which gave rise to a set of new businesses
to generate income, and a set of learning on how to work differently and together. This created
new models for organisation, mission and sector collaboration: for organisation, for mission and
for sector.
Multi-stakeholder collaborations are difficult – and rare. It’s hard to get people working together
with outsiders when their job depends on working as an insider for their employer. Identifying a
shared agenda is possible, but it needs to translate into prioritisation, finance and follow through.
Additionally, in charities, competition for the same ‘donor dollar’ has meant that, with one or two
exceptions, fundraising rarely joins forces.
Good Lab should prove that charity collaboration in fundraising is not only possible, but able to
deliver real impact for those involved. Good Lab gives hope and confidence that collaborations
can work in complex areas and achieve something significant.

“ What we have seen is that the spirit of collaboration has allowed people to achieve
something extraordinary and create a path for others to follow.”
Clara Maguire, Good Lab

But what are the lessons learned?
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RUNNING COLLABORATIONS

Lesson 1: Purpose
The higher the stakes,
the higher the desire
for collaboration
and increased need
for purpose

Lesson 2: Form
All collaborations need
a ‘backbone
organisation’.

KEY TAKEAWAY Clarity of purpose is essential for any successful collaboration along with a
problem that is far bigger than any one can solve alone.

KEY TAKEAWAY Insist on a backbone organisation: you need Partners with skin in the game
but also an entity where this is the game.

Good Lab’s partnership approach reached a willing audience in 2015 due to the burning platform
around a perceived future funding gap. Almost overnight, the future fundraising landscape in the
charity sector looked uncertain and suddenly the stakes were raised. Continued income growth
could not be guaranteed from regular giving sources and business as usual approaches and
incremental innovation in fundraising might not be enough either. With a portfolio view on innovation strategy, some charities started to look at radical innovation with its potential to transform
income streams and deliver high rewards. However, audacious ambitions imply raised risks,
reaching out for new resources and uncommon complexity.

“ Collaboration is a hard thing to do when it’s in no-one’s job description; there is no
command-and-control.”

Good Lab’s pitch for collaboration played well in this context. Leading fundraisers appreciated
that by sharing risks, collaboration was the safest way to take a punt at transformational innovation. Meanwhile, resources would be pooled and leveraged in more effective ways if the sector
pulled together. Finally, complexity would be offset by having Good Lab as a ‘backbone organisation’
(see below), coordinating the Partners and focusing on outcomes.

Mark Astarita, ex Fundraising Director, British Red Cross

Analysis shows that multi-stakeholder collaborations often excel in vision yet fail in execution. The
solution? A ‘backbone organisation’ that operates separately from the participating Partners to
hold the centre ground, equalise dynamics of power and ensure a constant focus on the singular
ambition of the group. Amongst other things, any backbone entity must be able to:
•

Clearly communicate the purpose of the partnership and give it a strong and separate
identity.

•

Ensure that the Partners are connected, coordinated efficiently and aligned to decisions
and delivery.

•

Generate continuous growth and learning over time and measure impacts.

“ Good Lab was a great idea: collaborating on the heavy lifting of radical innovation.”
Nikki Pawsey, Ex-Head of Engagement at Oxfam

But risky and urgent does not mean clear and purposeful. It was obvious in hindsight that the
early collaborative motivation around the financial imperative was not the rallying cry that was
needed to sustain a group working together, making them feel truly ‘joined together’ in
transformation.
Over time the target wasn’t sufficiently motivating to hold everyone together. We started with
twelve Partners and ended with six. Different missions, different risk appetites, different cultures
and different personalities pulled some Partners away.

Looking back, the Partners agree that the collaboration would not have been possible without an
independent organisation ‘conducting the orchestra’. No one charity felt comfortable with the
notion of a ‘Lead Partner’ and it needed a backbone organisation with ‘one foot inside and one
foot outside the sector’ to give the collaboration its independent drive.
“ You cannot expect a collaboration to stand up on its own; it’s like a body without a
skeleton. A backbone provides a close link, frequent communication, a shared set of
understandings and behaviours… and ultimately means you get the collaboration to go
where you want it to go. Someone needs to hold the space in between.”
Eleanor Ford, Director, Good Lab

Creating a laser focus on the purpose of a collaboration and making sure that resonates with all
parties is critical for success.
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As the programme changed so did the role and responsibilities of Good Lab as the backbone
organisation. This guarantee to change with the demands of the programme was baked in from
the very start. A rigid backbone will be brittle and break but a flexible backbone will bend and
stretch. Over time, we adjusted our mission, our methods and tools, our team, and the overall
culture and tried to hold the centre ground through constant coordination, communication
and leadership.
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•

Lesson 3: Foundations
Setting the right
context for the
collaboration
activity is crucial.

Resource Planning. The tension of ‘planning’ in emergent strategy is keenly felt. But there
needs to be as much transparency and forethought possible in the area of Partner requirements. In the case of the Good Lab, participants had to be clear on their funding obligations
to both the ‘backbone’ organisation but also to the opportunities that emerged from the
collaboration. These needed to be transparent and visible to the group, and to the wider
organisations that were supporting the new collaborative entity.

The ideas from Good Lab required repeated investments at a risky stage of maturity, providing
strain on Partner requests for continued funding. Without monies set aside in any budget, finding
financing for the startup ideas meant taking money away from existing budgets. Some of these
existing cost lines had a fundraising ROI attached to them, whereas the startup businesses didn’t
(and to a considerable degree, couldn’t). The investment ask was hard to justify.

KEY TAKEAWAY Ensure that the foundations are laid and that the necessary structures are
solidly in place before kick-starting the programme.
From the very beginning, Good Lab benefited from the energy and goodwill of all involved and
this led to a desire to put this passion to use. Additionally, Good Lab was establishing new and
unfamiliar territory and therefore the urgency was in showing – quickly – how that territory might
look. The set-up and configuration of the collaboration was never going to be simple as there was
no precedent.
However, on reflection, more time could have been spent in the early shaping. Not doing this
meant we started quickly and potentially without the most effective foundations. Consequently,
this affected clarity, shared understanding of the programme, and speed in decision-making as
the internal understanding of the organisation was not sufficient.
“ Good Lab blew their bolt too soon and should have spent more time completing due
diligence on machinery, governance and rules of engagement.”
Mark Astarita, Ex-Fundraising Director, British Red Cross

In the consideration of foundations, particular attention needs to be given to:
•

Scope. It’s vital to get agreement on such fundamentals as purpose, timeframe and impact
metrics.

•

Collaborator Mix. By definition, Good Lab attracted charities with resource and radical
ambitions. But did such a self-selecting set give rise to optimum conditions for success and
the right mix of competencies?

•

Burning Purpose. Were they united in anything other than the programme itself and the fear
of the loss in income?

•

Size of Collaboration. The absolute number of charities involved needs careful thinking
through, particularly in regard to other important downstream consequences such as
engagement, workload, communications and decision-making.
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In summary, as far as is possible, getting Partners’ contractual understanding right from the start,
on the known and unknowns, is time and money well spent.

Doing versus planning
There is an obvious tension in the balance between agility and planning. From the beginning,
we established a list of principles for the collaboration including what behaviours would be
required from all actors. Additionally, some early work was undertaken to map out deliverables,
including those concerning training and development.
Of course, some essential structure was also put in place around the six-month Cycle Planning
approach. However, Partners have since told Good Lab that a more detailed long-term plan that
linked timeframes, key decisions points and deliverables would have given better visibility to
everyone concerned.
“ It would have been helpful if there had been a masterplan vision that looked at the
future and various stage-gates and said what decisions would be taken at any point and
who ideally would need to be in the room.”
Alex McDowell, Head of Public Fundraising, RNIB

In effect, planning was difficult when so much of the Good Lab programme had never been done
before and collaborators were very much building the road they were driving on. There were
many ‘known unknowns’ and even ‘unknown unknowns’.
However, the learning is that when workflow is fast and agile, collaborators still need to be reassured by a northern star and a map of how to get there – all the time allowing for great flexibility
en-route to get to that destination.
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•

Lesson 4: Engagement
The right attitudes
and behaviours
are crucial

Pressing. Using a startup sprint approach needed quick thinking, quick reacting Partners.
“ Getting in and getting on with it was imperative; Good Lab’s startup approach was
exactly right.”
Nicola Tallett, Director of Engagement, Oxfam

•

Daring. Radical innovation takes people into opportunities areas that may be unusual and
require a brave approach.
“ Good Lab took charities into a different space where not all felt comfortable.”
Johnty Gray, Mass Engagement Director, WaterAid

•

Doing. Transformational innovation is often misunderstood as sitting away from the business
but its execution will require doers not just thinkers.

KEY TAKEAWAY Ensure that the right people are around the table and that they are both
engaged and pulling in the same direction and equally.
“ It is important to get people in the room who will be able to guarantee continuity and
who have the right mindset.”
Miranda Goodenough, Head of Innovation and Research, RSPCA

Teamwork is about pulling together around commonly accepted attitudes and behaviours.
In the case of Good Lab, the following were important:
•

Visioning. This is about answering questions like ‘why are we here?’ and ‘what is at stake?’.
In the case of Good Lab, some organisations saw it as “an interesting train to climb on board”
while a second camp pinpointed Good Lab as “a strategic imperative for the future of
the sector”.
“ The ideal collaboration Partner has a laser-like focus on the mission so that even if
the journey is bumpy and unknown, the destination still feels clear in their minds.”
Eleanor Ford, Director, Good Lab

•

Trusting. Partners entered the collaboration with a healthy respect and trust – for one
another and for Good Lab.

•

Sharing. Some charities shared their own in-house information willingly, generating a spirit of
solving difficult problems together.

•

Beginning. The only way to set out on something so new and ambitious is with a ‘beginner’s
mindset’ – an attitude of openness, eagerness and a lack of preconceptions.

•

Driving. Everyone in the room should have the same level of personal motivation and ambition. Someone with moderate commitment gives a very different energy to the process
compared to another collaborator who sees this as a career-changing professional challenge.

•

Shaping. Some Partners took a proactive stance to Good Lab and actively shaped (or delegated) their business-as-usual workload to be available when necessary. Having people who
were prepared to work hard to accommodate Good Lab into their planning was very helpful.

True collaboration is hard to define, but Partners spoke about the fact that they came closer to
feeling connected in a common purpose with their peers than they had ever imagined possible.
As one said, “at various times we started to react and decide on the basis of the project’s interests
rather than our own or charity’s interests”.

Partners need to be engaged and re-engaged
“ The charities that put the most in got the most out.”
Johnty Gray, Mass Engagement Director, WaterAid

Getting and keeping engagement counts for so much across the entire collaboration process.
It’s about keeping people connected and aligned with the purpose as well as ensuring people and
activities coordinate together to impact and justify collaboration. Typically, business processes
favour productivity and specialisation over duplication. However, collaborations deliver multiple
impacts when everyone is willing to invest in wide communication and coordination – and that
requires engagement. Engagement needs to be worked at on an on-going basis and at a number
of different levels. In Good Lab’s case, three groups of collaborators needed to feel fully involved:
1. Advocates. The people who signed-off the project and/or the budget-holders were the most
enthusiastic fans of the collaboration. These were the individuals who believed in the purpose,
knew and trusted the people closest to the programme and were willing to stick their necks
out.
But these ‘heavy-weights’ had many competing calls on their time: diaries filled up and BAU
took over. More could have been done to avoid this happening as their on-going passion,
experience and contacts to the Board were vital. Ideally, these Advocates should have
continued to meet as a quarterly steering committee.
“ It should be a red flag if the passionate one is not the ultimate budget holder.”
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Alex McDowell, Head of Public Fundraising, RNIB
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2. Charity Boards. When doing something as significant as launching startup impact ventures
with funding and branding, as well as using internal resources from across charity
Directorates, it is evident that Charity Boards need to be on side from day one. Advocates
need to be having difficult conversations with their CEO, Finance, Legal and Human Resources
Directors very early on. We didn’t do enough of this.

RUNNING COLLABORATIONS

Lesson 5: Value
Productise by-products

Next, an on-going Board engagement strategy is needed to keep the programme top of mind.
This communication should include a regular news flow of positive stories as well as an
overview of progress. Good Lab found itself investing a lot of energy, especially downstream,
on highly tailored communications for each charity. This always seemed like time well spent
and, indeed, we could have still done more to engage Partner Boards through customised
content.
3. Project Point Contacts. The Good Lab experience was that the project team dealing with the
day-to-day were not always the Advocates, but their ‘Point Contact’ delegates. Unfortunately,
when these delegates were seen as being too junior, this then encouraged remaining
Advocates to send someone more junior from their team. Such ‘levelling down’ is unfortunate
and needs resisting since it thwarts rapid decision-making and lowers the risk-appetite. One
way to avoid this is some sort of mandated attendance, to ensure consistently high quality
meetings.
One thing that became very clear was that meetings needed to be flagged months in advance
so that diary clashes were avoided. Partners suggested that it would be better to get dates in
their diaries well ahead of time and then if a meeting becomes superfluous it can always be
cancelled. Coordinating diaries sounds such a simple point but the consequences can be
hastily arranged meetings, and updates to any charities that were missing from a collective
session. The resulting risk is that individual charity briefings begin to be seen as the norm.
An added complication of the Good Lab and indeed any collaboration, was the fact that the
people involved are not static. The turnover of partner organisation staff meant that a lot of
the time and energy was spent on re-engaging existing Partners when stakeholder changed.
More work needs to be done to achieve buy-in at the organisation level to allow alignment to
happen quickly when there is a change in staff.
“ It’s important to get the right people in the room, who are able to guarantee continuity,
and who have the right mindset.”
Miranda Goodenough, Head of Innovation and Research, RSPCA

KEY TAKEAWAY The return on investment from the programme will be a calculation of
both end deliverables and by-products of the process. It is important to stay on top of and
communicate both.
“ Up-skilling and training has been invaluable; I got an MBA course in innovation in a just a
few months”
Miranda Goodenough, Head of Innovation and Research, RSPCA

Through its work on new ways to grow income, Good Lab was able to inject attitudes, working
practices, tools, networks and success stories that were not always familiar to the charity sector.
Over time, these approaches began to be valued and Partners would ask for lunchtime workshops to help develop their teams, in for example, agile working practices or sprint methods.
The mass of trends and external analysis work undertaken during the initial two months of every
Cycle also constituted a new base of solid insights for the Partners.
Charity personnel participating in safaris and secondments was an excellent way of integrating
them with the Good Lab team and promoting a co-learning and co-production philosophy.
There were a number of highly valued by-products of working with Good Lab and some charities
were keen to use every opportunity to transfer knowledge and know-how to their teams. Others
feel they should have taken more advantage of these opportunities. In both cases, Partners would
have liked for us to have been more proactive in productising the offshoots of its approach and in
this way given a higher perceived value all the way through.
Although we did not want to get overly distracted from its main mission of growing new income
streams, there was enormous value individual Partners and their teams derived from the insights,
methods and tools. An important learning is that these kind of by-products and offshoots need to
be actively productised as they contribute significantly to the value created. At the end of the day,
our impact was also judged on its effectiveness to deliver these added value products.
“ What was really great is how involvement with the Good Lab and sharing learnings
outside the Oxfam bubble brought about beneficial learning and development.”
Nikki Pawsey, Ex-Head of Engagement at Oxfam
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RUNNING COLLABORATIONS

“ What we’ve got from the experience is new networks, leaner innovation processes and
research. Involvement with Good Lab has changed our perspective on speed and
getting things out the door.”
Maria Novell, Fundraising Director, Guide Dogs

“ We are now doing lean and agile processes and this cannot be by coincidence.
Good Lab brought a significant non-financial impact.”
Krystyna Grant, Head of Innovation, British Heart Foundation

“ It broadened my mindset considerably. We are launching things today where I would
have been too nervous three years ago.”
Johnty Gray, Mass Engagement Director, WaterAid

“ Good Lab is a highly capable team of really clever people who are able to support and
influence the work we do.”
Krystyna Grant, Head of Innovation, British Heart Foundation

“ There is a very real need for disruptors in other collaborative meta-themes.”
Nicola Tallett, Director of Engagement, Oxfam
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Outcomes

OUTCOMES

“ The insights around large-scale change are powerful for the future of income generation”
Tim Hunter, Ex-Director of Fundraising, Oxfam

Back in 2015, we asked – what needs to happen to unlock significant revenue growth and how to
go about this?

The six key outcomes
from Good Lab, and
what’s coming next

The focus, from the beginning, was on high risk and high return ideas. There was no guarantee of
what would be delivered but the promise was to try hard and to evolve intelligently.
Through a trialling and testing approach, we made significant progress. Not only have several
commercial ideas been delivered but the businesses are in line to achieve income not far
short of the original ambition. The potential is for these startups to be generating £200m
annually in ten years.
As a result of the last three years, the participating charities look more confidently upon transformative innovation and have started their own development cycles. In a sense they are more
‘innovation ready’ and many are at the point of engaging in startup business models. In a very real
sense the journey has been one of going from a hypothetical concept of impact venturing to
something very actionable.
In doing so, many of the charities have uncovered and started to tackle some of the big structural
challenges that have traditionally prevented impact ventures from emerging.
The dynamics of the collaboration allowed Good Lab to get specific about the barriers which could
be solved within organisations and those that couldn’t. Partners were able to learn from each
other, and advocate internally for the budgets and authority to act.
The collaboration also brought to life shared constraints that organisations alone couldn’t mitigate
or manage, effects driven by the system – these are the aspects requiring a sector wide response.
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OUR SIX KEY AREAS OF OUTPUT
AND OUR LEGACY

Four start-ups worth £250m

We believe Good Lab has achieved impact in six key areas.

Good Lab was set-up with a 10 year horizon, looking across the portfolio and the forecasted
value of the businesses and value realised to the sector (donations and time) delivers the
following figures:

•

Creating four startups, forecast to bring in significant income to the sector.

•

Good Giving total value = £37m
(£32m value realised and £5m company valuation)

•

Creating a Venture Studio, leveraging our experience into what mission-first startups need to
succeed.

•

Experience Something Different total value = £28m
(£22m value realised and £6m company valuation)

Establishing Changemakers, a way to continue to support the people that will lead the
change across the sector.

•

Matchable total value = £50m
(£43m value realised and £7m valuation)

Creating three frameworks and operating models for how collaborations can tackle some
of society’s biggest problems.

•

OnHand total value = £128m
(£65m value realised and £63m valuation)

Creating a micro-fund, a small charity-led investment fund, furthering the opportunities of
investing in and supporting impact ventures.

Total portfolio value at year 5 = £243m

Starting to create a Capacity Fund, funded by Foundations, to support and subsidise charities
to take more risks and innovation in this space.

Our forecasts show the Good Lab portfolio to be worth £243m by year 5. By this stage,
the businesses will be generating in excess of £73m per annum for our charity partners.

•

•

•

•

Work on all six of these areas will continue – a true legacy to what Good Lab has achieved.

July 2019 update
Two of the Ventures started raising investment in the Spring of 2019, and both have been
successful providing further validation of their appeal and potential. As of the end of July 2019:
•

Matchable raised £145k in seed investment

•

OnHand raised £200k in seed investment

These two investments mean the value of the shares held by the charities has increased
8.7x since they were initially funded.
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Venture Studio

Changemakers

“ I’d never have been at the stage where I am now without the support of the team and
the Venture Studio. I’d have wasted time down rabbit holes and I’d be a long way
from getting funding. The Venture Studio is a huge asset to anyone trying to grow
a mission-first business as they can hold the social purpose in one hand and the
commercial, startup focus in the other.”

“We needed more discussions as a group, particularly about the challenges and internal
struggles, governance issues.”

Wai Foong Ng, Founder of Matchable

We recognise that successfully taking a new idea to market is hard. Start-ups have a high failure
rate – 25% of start-ups fail in the first year, many of the reasons for this can be reduced through
wrapping the right support around the start up. Traditionally that has been through an accelerator programme, but the support offered through this route is very standardised and – as we’ve
witnessed first hand – not always relevant.
We’ve therefore built a Venture Studio – where start-ups are offered a much more bespoke set of
support. Whilst being in an accelerator could be compared to being in school, Venture Studios act
more like a co-founding team, to help where needed.
Our Venture Studio is aimed specifically at supporting socially orientated Ventures. We’ve built
ours with three key areas of focus:
•

•

•

Not requiring the Ventures to have to sell
Whilst most Venture Studios take equity in return for their support, we recognise that this isn’t
always appropriate for impact orientated Ventures or those that are spun out of charities
where a sale or IPO (to realise the value of the equity held) isn’t always the end goal.
Focusing on impact as well as income
Impact needs to be measured and communicated, as well as taken into account with future
decision making. Ventures need to maintain the ability to, for example, make a decision
that might negatively impact income but have a disproportionately huge uplift on impact.
A conventional Venture Studio, driven solely by income, won’t support Founders to make this
trade-off.
Understanding how Ventures can link to charities
Startups and charities have a lot to offer each other, but working together is hard. We know
how to broach the many different aspects of this divide.
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Nairn Johnstone, Assistant Director of Fundraising Operations, The Royal British Legion

The Good Lab was much more than a team of innovators – the success it achieved was not
possible without the bravery of our charity partners. Where our propositions pushed the boundaries of what was normal in the fundraising sector, it was more often than not the bravery of
specific individuals within our partner charities who were willing to take personal risks, challenge
authority and put their necks on the line that drove action and delivered the change necessary for
adoption of those propositions.
We think of these amazing people as ‘institutional entrepreneurs’ and we call them
Changemakers.
These are the people who embraced our ‘out-there’ propositions and beyond that, who actively
participated in delivering the change necessary for them to succeed.
Without them the Lab could not have succeeded. But it was hard. It has come at a personal cost
to the Changemakers, not least in time and energy, but also by being singled out as different.

Changemakers manifesto
That’s why a subgroup of Changemakers got together to compare notes and devise a
Manifesto for the change they believe needs to happen to ensure the charity sector is future-fit.
It opens with:
“ This is a call for charities to take a radically different approach to ensuring the sustainability we need to achieve our social mission”
...and goes on, among other things, to ask the government to ‘address the constraints on charities
which stifle collaborative innovation’.
It’s well worth a read – please get in touch to find out more.
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Supporting the Changemakers
The Good Lab has been a journey strewn with success, failures and lessons learnt. Key among
those is how change can only be delivered by the tenacity of ‘Changemakers’ who are willing and
able to lead it.
We’re therefore establishing a programme to support and inspire those from across the sector to
deliver the vision of change they want to see. It will provide practical, action-oriented support and
companionship as well as a platform to talk to the sector about their work and demonstrate what
being future-fit looks like.

New models of collaborations
Good Lab has confirmed to us that there’s a huge opportunity for collaborations to solve some of
the biggest challenges society faces. These challenges are so big that an individual organisation
cannot fully tackle them alone. These are systems innovation challenges.
Good Lab has created three models for future collaborations, all based on what we’ve learnt over
the last 3+ years.

Charity-led collaborations
How might a charity meet its mission differently? How might it raise income through a new and
diverse collaboration?
We’ve created models for charities to use collaborations with organisations and people from
outside the sector to create new solutions for these big challenges.

Mission-led collaborations
How might a charity be a part of a collaboration which works with other charities to answer a
burning question? In a sector where M&A doesn’t really happen, how might a collaboration of
charities tackle similar missions together as a substitute to mergers?
We have designed ways in which the best and most relevant charity partners can work together to
do just that.

Sector-led collaborations
How might we come together to look at the most important areas for the sector, whether that’s
data, security, trust, engagement or safeguarding?
How can we address these big areas together as a sector but also bring new partners to the table
from finance, technology and government?
We’ve created the frameworks to bring these together and we’ve already started to scope out
another sector collaboration focusing on safeguarding.
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Investing in mission-first startups

Capacity Fund

Good Lab has seed funded and supported the Ventures we’ve created. We placed a small investment into each of the businesses and then supported them to raise more funding and to grow.

A key learning was how complicated, time consuming and costly it was to work on creating these
Ventures.

We don’t have to limit ourselves to only investing in and supporting ideas that we’ve created.
Good Lab will therefore continue to make a series of small, early stage seed investments in impact
startups created by others over the summer of 2019.

We believe that there’s a significant opportunity for the sector to create its own Impact Ventures
to deliver new ways of generating income and impact. Investigating how assets, capabilities and IP
that sits within organisations could be commercialised is a key place to start.

We’ve created an investment thesis around where we will and won’t invest, and a structure
around managing and holding shares on behalf of our Partners.

In order to make this as easy as possible, and to lower the barriers to those that are keen to
explore this, we want to create a ‘Capacity Fund’.

We’re really excited by this as it’s allowing us to create and showcase a new way of working, and it
allows our Partners to learn about working with startups in a low risk way.

We’re currently in the process of talking to Foundations in order to create this. It will offer services,
tools and expertise to help build capability and culture based on where organisations currently
are in their commercialisation and venturing journey.

Watch this space!
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THE CHANGE WE WANT TO SEE
BEYOND GOOD LAB

TRANSFORMING HOW
SOCIETY DOES GOOD

The legacy of Good Lab is really important to us. We set Good Lab up to do something about
changing the sector, not to be a vehicle to just talk about it.

Good Innovation’s vision is to transform how society does good. We exist as we believe that
charity has a fundamental role in doing good, but that this role needs to grow.

Over the next year, we plan to take the outcomes that we’ve outlined above and continue on the
path of creating change. Good Innovation is aiming to:

•

Grow from being a sector that people increasingly feel pressured into supporting, to a sector
that people are proud to support, engage with and share with throughout their day to day
lives.

•

Grow from risk averse and rooted in how things have always been done, to taking risks and
seeing the rewards.

•

Grow from being the sole bastion of ‘good’, to being a convener of all the different parties who
want to make a difference. From being the only people that know how to do good, to being
acknowledged and sought after experts in how to do good properly.

•

Grow from being a recipient of corporate good, to being an equal partner.

•

Grow from being a separate third sector to being interwoven into everything – one sector
where profit and purpose can be aligned. Where different types of finance is available to fund
growth and where returns around income and impact are measured together.

•

•

•

Establish a series of Collaboration Labs with at least 20 participating charities, solving some
of our biggest social and systems issues.
Support ten Impact Ventures that are creating new ways to deliver sustainable services
through our Venture Studio. We want these to come from a number of sources – direct from
charities, from collaborations and from investments we’ve made using our micro-fund.
Support 10 -15 charities through the capacity fund to help de-risk the commercial and/or
radical innovation journey.

•

Support and inspire 25+ individuals through Changemakers to give them the skills and
support they need to transform the sector.

•

Run 12 start-up & charity match making & learning events engaging with 150+
charity employees.

We hope that the work and learnings outlined above will contribute to changes across the sector.
In five years, we want to see a sector able to deliver value in new ways, with new behaviours and
new capabilities as we’ve outlined above.
We believe that we’ll get there by working with a group of real changemakers. Together we can
take their organisations on a journey to make this change start to happen.
We will then shout about these examples, creating case studies to share and in turn, shining a
spotlight on these amazing early adopters.
We will showcase what’s possible when we act differently and what benefits it can bring.
By doing this, we will encourage others to do the same. By doing this, we will create pathways
for others to follow.
By doing this, we’ll make a dent in transforming how society does good.
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